LIFE OF
c important articles in the supplement to the
y*W*»* Britannica, of which the most famous was
me one on "Government"   It is not too much to say
that the essay on Government became the text-book of
:	philosophic radicalism for   the whole school of Ben-
thamites and Utilitarians, and was in large  measure
!	instrumental in that formation of progressive opinion
:	which culminated with the Reform Bill.    In 1822 Mill
1    I	began his chief philosophical treatise, The Analysis of the
1     'i	Human Mind, which was not published till 1829.    It is
!     v	an enquiry into mental phenomena on the lines "of the
I     1	English school of Locke and Hume, and is especially
I    I	remarkable for the use made of Hartley's principle of the
§	Association of Ideas. The next few years witnessed a rapid
|	rise in official position at the India House, and a brilliant
I	series of essays, principally published in the Westminster
I	Review*.   In 1824, he attacked the Edinburgh and the
j.    I	Quarterly in a couple ot articles, which signalised the
I	'pofiifioa.oftfae new democratic school as against the
I	Whigs on the one hand and the Tories on the other.
I	The following, year was remarkable for the foundation of
I	the University of London, towards which Mill lent a
f	helping hand, and for a destructive criticism on Southey's
I	Book of the Church, in which Mill revealed the width of
it	his divergence from the views of orthodoxy and the eccle-
I	siastkal establishment.    The Fragment on Mackintosh
I	was published in 1835, and offended even his friends by
;     |	-	the violence of its attack on Mackintosh's ethical philo-
f •   |J--- •         ".	sophy, .. An article on the Church and its reform in the •
••L      |         .      .'•'         'London Review was succeeded by one on Law Reform
I       I	in the same periodical.  The last year of his life, 1836, was
i        t	marked by two essays, one on Aristocracy, the other a

